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What do the students of Georgia know and what can they do?
What

A formative assessment model which can meet federal requirements for the purpose of accountability.
How

Purpose of the assessment
• Provide timely and standards-based assessment data to teachers to better inform instruction for students

Grades and content areas assessed
• Grades 3 - 12
• All content areas currently assessed by the Georgia Milestones

Frequency of assessment
• Short, formative assessments given 4-6 times throughout the school year

Area of innovation
• Competence-based assessments which are used to determine student mastery of state standards
• Scalable platform with access to immediate, standards-level student data
How

Comparability to state achievement levels

• Comparability study will be required to define and examine linking relationships between GTLS and Milestones

Technical Quality

• Psychometric study will be required to ensure federal comparability

Available Reporting

• District, school, teacher, and student level reports will be available to schools, teachers, and parents

Accommodations

• All students, with the exception of those participating in GAA 2.0, will participate

Scalable for the state of Georgia

• Powered by the Cobb Teaching and Learning System

• Currently in implementation for 113,000 students

• Over 2,000,000 assessments delivered in SY 2017-2018